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Abstract: Manager should not be too high . The hotel Manager is its heart. The beats , depends on the mood
of the team and the actions of the subordinates. Twice a pity if the effect of violent activity takes place only
under the Director's nearby was asked why the Director has to meet with the team. This is for line managers.
The answer is in the question itself: because this person is a Director and because it is not just a team and his
work team. The Leader has no right to get tired, stop desiring to work. And he has no right to its behavior
impugn  the  reputation  of  the enterprise. It’s easy to break moral climate and such errors are long forgotten
[1, 2].  Leader has no right to choose favorites. Unacceptable also friendly and crony relationships, for it
drastically affects the reputation of the person in the team. The collapse of friendship, mixed with the
relationship manager and the subordinate, then fraught choice friendship or work. Friendships and other
relationships are possible only outside the enterprise and outside working hours [3].
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INTRODUCTION RESULTS

Any director of the hotel enterprise concerned about The head has no rights to encourage the spread of
the quality of services provided. Quality in the hospitality rumors, education coalitions, public and covert bullying
industry is the reputation, guarantee competitiveness and and harassment of members of labor collective of
popularity. Staying at the hotel, we are faced with a porter, professional and personal matters, regardless of position
waiters, porters baggage sometimes notice in the corridor and age. Head, however, has to know about all these
maid. Favorable impression produces the hotel where situations, be aware of the collective sentiment.
service staff not heard and not seen , but every wish Head has no right to fulfill the promises and forget
fulfilled. But whether always the quality of the hotel staff about the plans and meetings. Deception will not add
depends on the star  hotel. As practice shows, not authority and vice versa, will dramatically reduce the
always. motivation within the team.

Number of services and rates is certainly an Head is not entitled to exceed their authority,
indicative fact and the absence, for example, a terry regardless of the nature of the situation. It concerns, first
bathrobe in luxurious hotel is a dumb question and of all, line managers, the level of deputies and heads of
irritation of the client. It turns out that bathrobe forgot to services. Not a measure of the commanding tone or
bring [4]. inadequate (gross) behavior has also failed to increase

Gnat, unpleasant conversation with the presentation credibility. Special attention should be paid to the young
of claims, if the request was repeated twice or thrice. Is leaders, whose subordinate are significantly older them.
not this performance indicator? [6] I have seen many such bosses - especially close to the

MATERIALS AND METHODS experience and, most importantly, the experience of human

We used the methods of dialectical logic, the just wise humane behavior.
principles of the historic ascent to the logical methods of What is the concept of team  in relation to a hotel
generalization, analogy and the method of comparative company? It has been said that a hotel employee is a
analysis. special category. This, in a sense, is the fanatics of the

director, competent enough, but do not have the life

relationships. And it is necessary for wise decisions and
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